Simulation to test curvature that have the better airflow

Testing corola effect that have the most negative air pressure system

Different parts with different functions that are assembled to create an optimized system
Three individual parts

Optimized for fabrication and air

Assembled parts

Bridging station to connect two parts

Applied curvature for negative air pressure

Doctor's lab

Mobile Clinic

Bridging station

Bridging station to connect two parts

Assemblyed clinic

Attachment and detachment of mobile clinic station
WE HAVE ONE PATIENT WITH COVID-19 GOING TO GET TESTED AND TREATED

THE X-RAY SHOWS YOU HAVE A SERIOUS INFECTION AND I WILL GIVE YOU SOME MEDICATIONS

WE WILL GET YOU ON VENTILATOR AND TREAT YOU WITH ANTI-VIRUS DRUG BEFORE DISCHARGE

PLEASE TAKE OFF YOUR CLOTH AND FOR SANITIZING PURPOSE

YOU NEED TO REST WELL BEFORE WE GET TO A MOBILE MEDICAL CENTER

WE ARE AT THE DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CENTER HERE TO PICK YOU UP
Fall 2021

Michael Bell
ANDREW: PROFESSIONAL MOTORCYCLIST

I WANNA SELL THE RIDE, BUT WHO RE/ I FIND RELAXED RIDER IN EREHE RIDENTICULARITY?

HENRY: BILLIONAIRE ART COLLECTOR

WOW! THE PAINTINGS ARE SO DOPE. I NEED A PHOTOSHOP COPY SO I CAN APPRECIATE IT EVERYDAY!

NOLAN: BRONX ARTIST

WHAH... STRUGGLING TO PAY REENT AND CANT SELL MY ART WORK!

STORIES OF PEOPLE IN BRONX...
I need a drink, I can't trust any buyer on Craigslist. F**king scammers!

Ah, I have the same trouble. I can't find reliable art dealers that charge no much for commission!

Grrr, I can't even sell my digital art... People just take a screenshot and art it and no commission in postal today!

I overheard your conversation, maybe you should go to my team center on Cypress Street Extension...

Oh wait, what is NFT? How does it work?

Well, let me tell you about it...
Digital timestamps

Consensus: no one can modify data

Distributed ledger

Data are stored in blocks from distributed ledger

Data record details of the transaction

Each data block has a unique hash like a fingerprint

Hash:
36024170d2527b65f56e252ad36b8b07f8a1111198

Information in the block are verified by different individuals that come into a consensus

Automatically execute a contract based on predetermined agreement

Smart contracts
GETTING TO NFT CENTER...

CROSS BROOKLYN EXPRESSWAY

I JUST CRIED MY BUTT OFF, I CAN'T EVEN FOCUS ON WORK!

CBS CARRIED WITH PREFABRICATED SCOFFOLDING ASSEMBLED ON SIE

THIS PART IS ITALIAN COOKING?
Andrew...

Turning physical object into an NFT helps secure transaction using blockchain. Since all the transaction are stored on chain, fraud is impossible. In addition, smart contract ensures the trade is carried out automatically. Lastly, the object can be turned into a virtual model in metaverse.
Process of making NFT (Non-Fungible Token)

Step 1: Object drop off
Step 2: Object being verified by parson
Step 3: Scanned for virtual model
Step 4: Digital twin
Step 5: Smart contract embed and stored on chain
Step 6: Tokenized
Step 7: Distributed as token and NFT
NFTs are displayed on-screen and can be sold through vending machines for easy purchase. As a NFT collector, Henry has ownership of digital art because NFTs create unique tokens that cannot be replicated.

You can purchase digital art as NFT through vending machines and it will be entitled to you only.

NFT vending machine interface. Prices are traded as ETH.
NOLAN WAS ABLE TO MAKE HER DIGITAL ART INTO AN NFT WHICH BECOMES A DIGITAL ASSET AND HAS AN OWNERSHIP. THE ART IS THEN SHOWN TO THE PUBLIC AND CAN ATTRACT LIKES AND COMMENT SIMILAR TO THAT OF SOCIAL MEDIA. THE VALUE OF HER ART PRACTICALLY INCREASES AS MORE PEOPLE COME TO APPRECIATE IT!
CAPSULATE
A new way to recharge your vehicle and your life

BUY A POD
RENT A POD
Our Mission
At Capsulate, we aim to provide a place to recharge their EV as well as a place to work and relax. Capsulate is a co-sharing modular architecture unit that combines EV charging and a private working/relaxing space. Because it is modular, it can be assembled to accommodate for different sizes and purposes.

Buy or Rent
Capsulate offers different options

Pod 3
Starting at: $89,999
Use Purpose: Office
Size: 14' x 14'

Pod Y
Starting at: $99,999
Use Purpose: Motel
Size: 14' x 28'

Pod S
Starting at: $129,999
Use Purpose: Meeting
Size: 28' x 28'

Pod X
Starting at: $159,999
Use Purpose: Event
Size: 28' x 42'

ORDER NOW
ORDER NOW
ORDER NOW
ORDER NOW
Inside the Pod

3.2 kW
Power Output

125 kW
Charging Rate

13.5kWh
Energy Capacity

10 days
Time to Build

196 sqf
Office Area

420 sqf
Total Area

Solar Panel
Roof Shell
Lithium Ion Battery
Timber Structure
Exterior Wall
Office Space
EV Charger
Find a Pod
A charging station and a workspace at the same time

Book a Pod
Book by hour or the day, different sizes available according to your need

Check in a Pod
Locate your pod, charge your vehicle and unlock the space with the app

Capsulate App
- Rent a pod on the app
- Drive with navigation
- Check in the pod

Download Now

Pricing
- Choose a pod
- Pod S
- Pod X
- Pod 3
- Pod Y

- Choose a time
- 30 min
- 1 hr
- 4 hrs
- 1 day

View Pricing
CAPSULATE COMMUNITY

A co-sharing community during your road trip
Capsule Community Modular Plan

**Plan A**
- 4 parking spots
- 4 office units
- 1 common lounge
- 28’ x 84’

**Plan B**
- 16 parking spots
- 4 office units
- 2 conference rooms
- 2 event lounges
- 4 motel rooms
- 2 common lounges
- 112’ x 84’

**Plan C**
- 32 parking spots
- 8 office units
- 4 conference rooms
- 4 event lounges
- 8 motel rooms
- 4 common lounges
- 224’ x 84’
CAPSULATE PLUG-IN

Modular plug-in that function as a garage and mini-office